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Views of change in the study of work - An introduction
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1. Introduction

The mission of WORC is to study changes in work and related phenomena.

Several terms are used to refer to such changes, including the nouns 'change', 'transition',

'transformation', 'innovation', 'adaptation', 'development' and the adverb 'new'. These

terms refer to widely different contexts and phenomena, ranging from momentary changes in

the mental states of individuals, and stepwise changes in peoples' careers, to gradual

transformations of labour relations or changes in mobility among worker populations.

The aim of this 2nd Annual Convention is to reflect on these notions and the ways in which

they are used, as well as on the roles that they play in the research. The questions raised

are:

1) Which are the notions of change that are being used in various disciplinary fields,

and what meaning do they carry?

2) Which role do these notions play in current research studies?

3) How are changes being studied, i.e. operationalized and analyzed?

4) Which theoretical and empirical knowledge of change is currently available, and how

is WORC's research expected to contribute to this knowledge?

These questions will be dealt with within subsequent presentations by members of WORC's

nine research units. The format will be relatively free; each presentation is expected to touch

upon the issues in one way or another. But in order accommodate the differences between

approaches and fields of study, contribuants will follows their own perspective and line of

reasoning.
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The improved understanding of change with regard to work, and the conceptual and

methodological enrichment that the confrontation of various approaches are supposed to

bring, will have to be created by the audience during the course of the Convention.

This introductory presentation is intended to provide some preparation by sensitizing the

participants to some intriguing and confusing aspects of the study of change. I will discuss

some notions of change, outline two contrasting positions that can be taken with regard to

the study of change, discuss the definition of change and highlight some aspects that should

be taken into account when making a conceptual model for a study on change. Methodologi-

cal issues related to the design of studies, the operationalization of change and the analysis

of it will not be discussed. For this I refer to the contribution by Hagenaars.

2. Some notions of change

When looking at notions that commonly used for signifying change, a long list of terms and

meanings is obtained. Some terms, roughly categorized according to their meaning, are:

variation - alteration - permutation - fluctuation - diversion - deviation

birth - creation - genesis - emergence

growth - raise - increase

spread - expansion - dissemination

movement - progression - succession - sequence

transition - shift - turnover - conversion

differentiation - division - fragmentation

renewal - innovation - modernization

evolution - development - maturation - unfolding

progress - improvement - advancement

transformation - metamorphosis

adjustment - adaptation - learning

modification - revision - correction - training

restructuring - reorganization

reformation - revolution - turmoil
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turbulence - mobility

dynamization - acceleration - destabilization - unfreezing

It is evident that the notions of change listed here are very diverse. Differences exist with

regard to what changes, in what direction, at what speed, whether the change is linear,

cyclic or otherwise patterned, whether it is elicited and directed or occurs spontaneously etc.

Note that there are also notions related to the degree and intensity of change.

Many of the terms have their opposites. These do not only describe the different aspects of

change, just mentioned, but also the fundamental opposition between change and perma-

nence. Examples are:

decrease - regression - integration - deterioration - stabilization

constancy - stability - regularity - preservation

In order to understand what change is, and how it can be studied, the assumptions and

conceptions underlying these numerous notions should be studied. It is evident from the

mere look at the list that this exercise can be expected to be difficult and tedious, as change

is a multifaceted and complex subject that can be looked upon from widely different

viewpoints.

3. Basic conception of change

'Change' and its antithesis 'changelessness' have been subject of philosophical thought and

debate for many centuries. The early Greek philosophers denied the possibility of change at

all. According to Parmenides of Elea only so-called 'Being' existed as an abstract corporeal-

ity filling space, and 'Nonbeing' or the void, did not exist. Change would require the

conversion of Being into Non-being, and was therefore held to be self-contradictory, and

hence impossible. Change was thought to be a matter of appearances resulting from man's

inability to grasp the eternal and immutable Being. Empedocles and Anaxagoras pointed out

that different combinations of immutable elements could produce apparently diversity and

change. Change could, in other words, be considered as change of positions, a rearrange-
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ment of place, a view later elaborated by the atomists. It is interesting to note that Plato,

while not denying change, contrasted 'that which always is and has no becoming' and 'that

which is always becoming and never is', a metaphysical dichotomy corresponding to the

epistemological distinction between knowledge and opinion. For Plato, as for many later

philosophers and scientists, knowledge can only be obtained about what permanently is, and

the inability to achieve this knowledge is only due to the limitations of the human mind to

grasp the reality in its full complexity. The discovery of the law of conservation of matter

and energy has much contributed to this idea that change exists only at the surface, and does

not affect the immutability and unity of the underlying substrate. In modern physics the

notion of change as rearrangement of fixed elements has been challenged, due to the

merging of the notions of energy and matter, and space and time. Yet, this view is still

prevalent among non-experts in physics.

A different view of permanence and change was advocated by Heraklitos. He took change,

and the contradiction of opposites implied in it, as the essence of reality. He spoke about

ubiquitous change as a perpetual transformation of one phase into another one, a continuous

process. Famous are his statements: "All things flow, nothing abides", and "You cannot step

twice into the same river". Aristoteles took a similar position. He introduced the notion of

potentiality, the not-yet-existing-possibility, and claimed that all change implies the transition

from potentiality to actuality, which assigns recognition to 'becoming' in contrast to 'being'.

The view of change as process of becoming can be found with Hegel, as well as well as

with modern thinkers. Among them are William James who posed the 'continuous stream of

thought' against the artificial discontinuity implied in psychological concepts, and Bergson

who, in analyzing 'duration' introduced the notion of 'novelty'. He critized the determinist

assumption that everything is given at once, and stressed the dynamic continuity of change.

In the area of physics there is Whitehead's view who speaks bout the 'creative advance of

nature', which implies novelty, with 'the immortality of the past'.

Summarizing, we can distinguish two basic positions regarding change. The first one,

considers change as a rearrangement of immutable elements, and the second as a continuous

process of becoming. The first view permits the quantitative study of change, and the search

for a general, encompassing theory that covers time and space. The second view calls for

qualitative approaches and for theories with a more limited scope. It is a question to be
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answered by subsequent presentations how these two basic views of change - which I will

call structural and dynamic - affect our present-day study of change in relation to work.

4. Defining change as a subject of study

The notion of change does not stand on its own. Change can only be defined with reference

to some other notions. Thus, when speaking about change we refer to an object (or a set of

objects), which becomes different over time with respect to some dimension. The object, the

time, and the dimension of change should be specified. In addition it has to be specified

whether change is being seen as orderly, whether having a direction or not, and being

reversible or not. And finally, it should me defined what change is, i.e. a series of manifest

differences in the object between successive moments in time, or a process by which the

object becomes different.

In our field of study the object can be: a population, social system, an organization, a

household, an occupational category, a group, an individual, or an organ. The object can

either be considered as a unitary whole or as a set of objects of a lower level. In principle,

these multiple levels of objects can be taken into consideration.

With regard to time one has to specify the range and segmentation of the scale to be used.

This evidently depends on the phenomena to be studied and the type of object which require

time scales with a very different resolution. For our field of research the overall time range

is from milliseconds in the study of psychophysiology to decades in the study of socio-

economics. The scale can be segmented into smaller or larger units that are commensurate to

the speed of change. Another choice to be made with regard to the time scale is whether to

use fixed anchors or not, in other words whether to work with historical time, or with a

historical time. This depends on whether the vents to be studied are supposed to be

repeatable or unique, a matter evidently depending on the basic view of change discussed

before.

The term 'dimension' of change is intended to indicate in what respect the object is supposed

to change. Several types of dimensions can be distinguished, e.g. dimensions referring to:
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a. existence and non-existence of the object,

change being equivalent to genesis vs. extinction, creation vs. destruction;

b. composition of the object,

in terms of the enumeration of elements (lower order objects),

change being equivalent to expansion vs. contraction, or enlargement vs. reduction;

c. structure of the object,

in terms of the pattern andlor attributes of relationships between elements,

change having the form of restructuring, reorganization, etc. or of differentiation vs.

integration;

d. positions of the object,

defined with reference to a space or a social system;

change, here, is equivalent to movement, turnover, flow, or with replacement of

transfer;

e. states of the object,

defined with reference to ongoing processes;

here, change becomes: variation or deviation, or rather balancing or regulation;

f. attributes of the object,

either extensive (e.g. size) or intensive (e.g. strength);

change taking the form of growth vs. decline, strengthening vs. weakening and so

on.

Change can be identified as orderly or non-orderly. Orderly change can be continuous,

linear, circular (cyclic), spiral etc. Non-orderly change can be characterized by notions such

as chaos and catastrophe. If change is considered to be orderly it may next be specified with

regard to its 'directionality'. Change can be seen as a directed progression along a scale on

which one or more anchor points, be it the origin or the end, or intervals, such as stages or

steps are marked. There are several notions that suggest directionality, like e.g. increase,

expansion, progression, development etc. However, such terms may serve as improper

metaphors, as the assumption of directionality is not always made. If directionality is indeed

assumed a distinction should be made between uni-directionality and bi-directionality. Uni-

directionality means that change can only occur in one direction, like is the case in the

ageing of individuals. Bi-directionality means that changes can take place in two directions,

e.g. increase and decrease, expansion and contraction, and so on.
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Uni-directionality of change can be equated to irreversibility. This means that a change,

once it has occurred cannot be made undone. The conception of change as irreversible is

closely connected to the adoption of historical time, which is assumed to posses a continuous

uni~irectional flow. In the case of bi-directionality change can be assumed to be reversible.

This implies that a change in one direction can be followed, and corrected, by a change in

the opposite direction. The assumption of reversibility is common in sciences such as

physiology and psychology that postulate regulatory processes taking place in a historical

time.

Finally, the nature of change should me defined. Change can be seen at the level of manifest

differences in the object over time, with regazd to the dimensions mentioned before. While

one could assume there to be processes underlying such differences and be ready to make

inferences about these processes, this seems not necessary. Change can be considered to

occur at the phenomenal level only, and be studied in relation to determining factors,

without speculation about the processes producing the observed results. Oppositely, one can

also conceive of change as the very process by which the object becomes different, and

consider observed differences as residuals of the this process. In the study of work both

approaches seem to followed.

5. Studying change

Change, as conceived in the manner described above, can, as has been said before, be

studied from many different angles and in many different ways. Each discipline brings it

own perspective on society, people and work, including a view of contexts, objects,

structures and so on, and a certain look at time. In addition, there are certain concepts of

change embedded in substantive theoretical andlor empirical knowledge, like e.g. theory on

social mobility or adaptation. A number of publications dealing with the study of change aze

mentioned in the list of references. Thus, there exist certain approaches to the study of

formulating reseazch questions and studying change.

In order to understand the differences and similarities between these vazious approaches, and

the possibilities for interconnecting them in multi-disciplinary research, it is important for
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researchers to give their definition of change, and to make the conceptual models underlying

their research approaches, as well as their research designs, as explicit as possible. lfiis

would also offer an opportunity for improving modelling and subsequent research work.

General steps in conceptual modelling are:

1. define the boundaries of the model, in terms of objects and dimensions (variables)

that will be included and excluded, and in terms of time

2. choose the level(s) at which objects will be studied

3. identify the focal objects and dimensions

4. identify other relevant objects and dimensions

5. postulate relationships between objects and~or dimensions

6. postulate how objects and their relationships will (or will not) change over time.

There are some important aspects to explicate in drawing up the conceptual model, because

they tend to be differentiate between disciplinary approaches. Among them are time scale

and level of study that have been included in the list. Another important aspect is whether

changes are seen as occurring naturally, due to some given processes, or whether they are

seen as being produced by man. In other words, whether actors are presumed to be present,

or not. And in case actors are indeed postulated, whether intended action is though to

produce or affect change in a specific way.

A critical issue in the study of change is the use of notions with evaluative connotations.

Directional notions of change, such as growth, development, or maturation are particularly

sensitive to unwarranted evaluations. But notions referring to the intensity of change, such as

revolution or stabilization suffer from it as well. The researcher who intends to include

evaluative aspects in his study would do well by explicitly incorporating values and

valuations in the conceptual model.

Modelling change itself can be done in different ways. Change can either be implied in a

conceptual model as a series of successive stages or states (e.g. life cycle concepts), or it can

be explicitly included as a dynamic vaziable related to some dimension of a particulaz object

that is studied in connection with other dynamic variables. Dynamic vaziables could for
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instance be chosen to depict orderly patterns, like homeostatic or cumulative processes, or

disorderly patterns. These two ways of depicting change correspond to the two ways of

defining the nature of change mentioned before.

An important consideration is what segment of time should be spanned by the conceptual

model, particularly when historical time is adopted. In this case the model can cover (a part

of) the past, the present, or the future. The implications of this for the feasibility and the

methodology of study are profound.

When making a research design change can be given different positions. In many studies of

work at change, the changes considered are located in the context, e.g. in the society or its

economic subsystem at large, and the research focus is on the implications for organizations

or people. An example would be research on implications of technological change for

peoples' mobility or work behaviour. Another example: the implications of demographical

change for the distribution of income. In such cases changes are represented in among the

independent variables in the research design.

Some other studies look at changes themselves. They study changes as a process, in the

direct way, or as a succession of states. This means that changes are to be found at the

central variables in the research design, which also includes determining factors and factors

describing effects. In this case changes can be analyzed in terms of patterns or parameters.

Changes could also be taken as dependent variables, depend on other variables like changes

in objects at a higher level. Changes in human behaviour due to changes in organizational

structures and procedures would be an example.

Developing the research design itself falls outside the scope of this introduction. It is my

contention that a proper definition of change and a careful design of the conceptual model

will help a lot in making a successful design. But such matters of access to the phenomena

to be studied, the time span covered, the operationalization of time and dimensions of

change, and not in the last place the availability of analytica] tools, make the development of

useful designs a complex and difficult objective.
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Note

This paper has not explicitly addressed the issues of changeabiliry and makeabiliry of reality.

Yet, it is acknowledged that these issues are of primordial importance in many studies of

change. Assumptions of changeability and makeability are at the basis of inethodologies for

design and intervention.
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